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Troubleshooting Guide 

 

Error: Reader Initialization Failure 

Solution:  

I. This problem is usually caused by a loose or disconnected coaxial cable. Please 

check the connections on the cable. You may need to replace the cable if this 

issue persists. 

II. This problem can also occur if no label is detected by the encoder. Please make 

sure you have followed pages 11-14 in the manual for first time setup. 

 

Error: Reader I/O Failure 

Solution: 

I. This occurs when no label is detected. Please check pages 11-14 in the manual 
for first time setup. 

 
 
Error: Printer has printed labels after submit job, but no encode data is shown on the 
app - tiles are not being coloured green or red during the job 
Solution: 

I. Amplifier triggering issue. Follow our separate Amplifier manual to recalibrate 
your amplifier to correctly identify the gap between labels. Please contact 
support@flexstr8.com for the manual. 

 
 
Error: Reboot button not working 
Solution: 

I. The Reboot button is still under construction, we appreciate your patience. 
II. Please manually restart the encoder by unplugging and replugging in the power 

supply. 
 
 
Error: “Reader Status: Reader_not_replying” 
Solution:  
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I. The encoder is not plugged in 
Error: “Reader Status: Unknown, please verify encoder is running” 
Solution: 

I. The encoder is starting up, please be patient 
 
 
Error: Available roll tag count it less than job specified so reducing job sixe to (x) 
encodes 
Solution: 

I. There are too few tags left on the roll to complete job (check inside printer to see 
if your label roll is running low) 

II. If you are sure there are enough labels on the roll, then this error is caused by an 
improper .CSV encode file. Make sure all EPC data is unique. (this problem 
occurs when the software finds repeated data) 

 
 
Error: “Reader Status: Encoding, after a failure or error” 
Solution: 

I. Please restart the encoder 
 
 
Error: “Reader Status: Encoding, app says printing success but it has not printed” 
Solution: 

I. The printer pair is using a different printer. Please make sure the printer in the 
printer pair options is set to the correct printer.  

 
 
 
Error: Invalid Job Data 
Solution: 

I. Internal Software Issue, please restart the encoder. 

Contact Us 

 

Please contact FlexStr8 technical support at support@flexstr8.com for any assistance or 

troubleshooting needs. 
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